A SMART SOLUTION
TO END SOUND AND
SPACE DISTRACTIONS.

phoneBOX

BY SMARTBOX

turn down distractions,
TURN UP PRODUCTIVITY.
PROFESSIONAL PRIVACY
FOR PUBLIC SPACES:

MADE IN THE USA

Built from high-quality materials in our 100,000
square-foot, state-of-the-art facility. Every
smartBOX is constructed right here in the USA.

EASY ASSEMBLY

Our unique construction and shipping make it
virtually complete upon arrival, with friendly
installation available everywhere.

WORK WITHOUT DISTRACTIONS

Get in and get productive: LED lighting,
ventilation, charging stations, custom fabric,
surface and seating options to make it your own.

offices
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hospitality
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manufacturing

airports

federal

INSIDE THE BOX
smartBOX comes equipped with many standard features to
create an exceptional user experience.

Ventilation

Three concealed, quiet
fans keep fresh air
circulating.

Acoustic Panels

smartBOX’s sound
absorbing panels are
manufactured from a
combination of recycled
material and provide
a quiet and secure
environment.

Wiring

Dual USB ports and duplex
outlets installed to power
and charge devices.

Lighting

High quality LED lighting
gently illuminates your
work space without
adding heat.

Durability

Built for stability,
strength, and safety
smartBOX uses fire
resistant materials,
heavy duty casters and
industrious components
designed to last for
years.

Productivity

Every smartBOX comes
with a work surface
equipped with power
and USB to maximize
productivity and
comfort. Personalize
your smartBOX with a
height adjustable desk.

Footprint

Designed to accommodate
one user comfortably,
phoneBOX can easily fit into
whatever space you have.

Flooring

Choose from charcoal
commercial carpet or
synthetic grass turf.

Privacy

A tempered glass door
and a solid front panel
provide the user with
visual privacy.

Mobility

Effortlessly move your
smartBOX to create
new office layouts any
time you want.

ORDER ONLINE
thesmartboxcompany.com
make it your own in 3 easy steps:

1
2
3

BUILD YOUR BOX

Visit our website to choose from high quality materials including multiple styles of laminate and
veneer, as well as fabric, flooring and other features that make the box completely your own.
Questions, samples and specifications can be requested online by using the QR codes below.

COMPLETE PAYMENT ONLINE

Pay for your box online and choose a delivery date that works for you. Standard shipping is
included to your site in the purchase total shown online.

ONE LOW PRICE.

GET TO WORK

The total price of your
smartBOX includes sales
tax applicable to your
state, shipping, and
completed installation.

White glove delivery is included with all smartBOX orders. Final steps
in assembly can easily be completed yourself, or by a member of our
friendly local delivery team.

89”

CUSTOMIZE EVERY DETAIL WITH USA-MADE MATERIALS:

46.5”
BOX FINISH

ACOUSTICS

GET STARTED
design a
phoneBOX

DESK FINISH

SAMPLES

request fabrics/
finishes samples

FLOORING

STOOL

CONTACT

reach us on our
website

Shipping Dimensions:
91” W x 32” L x 56” H
Shipping Weight: 896 lbs
Assembled Dimensions:
46.5” W x 42” D x 89” H
Assembled Weight: 520 lbs

